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PRO GRA M NOT ES
by Thomas Jostlein
Stravi nsky wrote Symph onies of Wind Instru ments in 1920 follow ing what he
termed "a decade of neo-classical samplings, experiments, [and] amalgamations." The
piece was revised in 1947 with a slightly different instrumentation, and this is the version perfor med tonight. Symph onies is not a typical classical symphony; rather, the term
"symphonies" is used in its original meaning of instruments "sounding together." The
piece originated from a piano chorale written in memory of his friend Claude Debussy,
who had died two years earlier. This chorale sugges ted symph onic possib ilities to
Stravinsky, so he used it in the final section of Symph onies. Further, much of the
remainder of the piece is derived from the formal and harmonic structures of the chorale.
The work is tightly knit in several aspects. Stravinsky uses three mathematically
related tempo markings, which complement the "block " texture of the piece. Furthermore, there are recurring "episodes" in the piece, which are two Russian popular
melodies, a pastoral flute and clarinet dialogue, a Rite of Spring -like dance, and the
aforementioned chorale in the brass. These episodes are framed by several short mo-·
tives, such as the bell-like opening. Upon hearing the premiere, Stravinsky said of his
piece: " ... it lacks all those elements that infallibly appeal to the ordinary listener, or to
which he is accustomed. It is futile to look in it for passionate impulse or dynamic
brilliance. It is an austere ritual which is unfolded in terms of short litanies between
different groups of homogeneous instruments."
Shostakovich's Symph ony No. 11, Op. 103, shares the motivic and highly "Russian"
traits of Stravinsky's Symph onies of Wind Instru ments, yet it is clearly motivated
by differe nt circumstances. Written in 1957, the work is subtitled "The Year 1905," for
it remem bers the failed Russia n revolutions of that year and specifically portrays the
ninth of January, known as "Bloody Sunday," when hundreds of peaceful protesters
were gunned down by the Czar's troops in front of the imperial palace in St. Petersburg.
Shosta kovich once said, "/ think that many things repeat themse lves in Russia n
history . .. The people think and act similarly in many things ... I wanted to show this in
the Eleventh Symphony. I wrote it in 1957 and it deals with contemporary themes (the
1956 Hungarian uprising in particular) even though it's called '1905.' It's about the
people, who have stopped believing because the cup of evil has run over." The primary
element that unifies the work is his use offolk songs and revolu tionar y anthem s as a
motivi c source. Shostakovich said, " ... it is impossible to imagine the style of Russian
20th century music without contemplating such important new features as were introduced by the energy of the workers' hymns to the Revolution ... how many beautiful songs
there are; songs created by anonymous poets and musicians I It is quite natural that
composers should introduce such songs into their own works ... Clearly the composer
who has mastered the secret of his craft can elaborate and deck out the melody of an '
song in orchestral colors ... in listening to this music, no one will be able to say that any
song is mere quotation." The first movement describes the palace square as hundreds of
people wait in the cold for bread. The second movement, entitled "The 9th of January,'
graphically depicts the horrors of that day. The third movement, "Eternal Memory," is
one of Shostakovich's several requiem movements, and it mourns not only those who
fell as victims, but the entire Russia n people as well. He ends the symph ony with
"The Tocsin" ("The Alarm "), a gesture of hope and a call for change, much as the 1917
Bolshevik Revolution was inspired by those who perish ed in 1905.

